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Let IF,, be a finite field with p” elements and 6 be the automorphism 
which sends 5 E F,. into tp. A normal basis of IF,, over F, is one of the form 
for some CI E FFn. Such an tl is called a normal generator of IF,,. It is known 
that every finite held has a normal basis. In 1968 Davenport [l] proved 
that F,, has a primitive normal basis, i.e., a basis (1) which satisfies the 
further condition that c1 generates the multiplicative group of F,.. In the 
course of his proof Davenport obtained a lower bound for the number of 
normal generators. 
In this paper we will derive an exact formula for the number N(p’) of 
(not necessarily primitive) normal generators. 
THEOREM. For each positive integer d with (4 p) = 1, define O,(p) to be 
the smallest positive integer such that 
P - O&P) = 1 (mod d). 
Let n, be the integer defined by n = pSnO with (p, no) = 1. Then the number 
N(p”) of normal generators of [F,. is given by 
(2) 
where cp is the Euler function. 
Using formula (2) we will later prove the following corollary which gives 
Davenport’s lower bound for N(p”). 
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COROLLARY. Let 
l= c cpo 
dlno UP) 
then the number of normal generators of IF,, is at least p”- ‘(p - 1)’ and 
hence is at least (p - 1)“. 
To prove our theorem we will consider two lemmas. 
For each c( E [FP,,, let f,(S) be the least degree manic polynomial in 
R[6, lFJ, the ring of polynomials in 6 with coefficients in IF,, such that 
f,(S) c( =o. 
LEMMA 1. Let g(6)ER[6, lFP] with g(6)jS”- 1, then the number of 
elements c( E F, such that 
f,(S) I g(6), (3) 
is p degg(a), i.e., 
c degg(J) l=p . (4) 
czE[F#l 
&z(6) I g(bJ 
Proof It is clear that f,(S) divides g(6) if and only if 
g(6) c! = 0. (5) 
Thus the number of c( satisfying (3) is the number of roots in IF, of Eq. (5). 
Since g(6))6”-1, it follows that g(6)x1(6”-1)x. But (P-1)x=x@-x 
which splits in IF,,; thus the number of roots of Eq. (5) is the degree of the 
polynomial g(6) x. But if g(S) =C:=, a,#, where k=deg g(6), then 
g(6) x = xf=, aixP’. Thus the degree of g(6) x is pk. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For a non-constant d(6) in R[6, IF,], let v(d(S)) be the number 
of distinct manic irreducible factors of d(6). Define ,a( 1) = 1, and p(d(6)) as 
if d( 6) is square-free 
if d( 6) is not square-free. (6) 
Let g(6) denote a manic polynomial in R[6, E,]. Then 
if g(@ = ’ 
d(a)ig(S) otherwise, 
(7) 
where d(S) runs over 1 and all (non-constant) manic divisors of g(S). 
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Prooj: If g(6) is not 1 and if it has m (m 3 1) distinct manic irreducible 
factors in R[6, F,,], then 
C p(d(d))= 1 -m+ 
c-i’;> 
+ ‘.. +(-1)” 
d(dllg(ci) 
=(l- l)m=O. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since for each a E lFpn, (6” - 1) a = aPn - a = 0, it 
follows that f=(S) j 6” - 1. In fact a is a normal generator if and only if 
fx(d) = 6” - 1. Then (7) implies that 
Nf)= c c Ad(d)). (8) 
atF,nn d(h,l(H-ll/f.(6) 
Interchanging the order of summation in (8) we get 
(9) 
But by (4) we have 
c l=p deg((6”- 1)/d(d)) 
aelFfl 
/,(d)l(6”-1)/d(d) 
= n - degd(6) 
P * 
This and (9) give 
N(f) = p” 1 p(d(6)) /I-~=~~(? 
d(S)l6”- 1 
(10) 
Since p(d(6))=0 when d(6) is not a square-free, it follows that if k,(6), 
k,(6), . . . . k,(b) are the distinct irreducible factors of 6” - 1 over IF,, then 
(10) becomes 
WP”) = P” c p(d(6)) ppdegd(? (11) 
d(S)lk1(6)kz(6).‘-k,(d) 
By definition (6), it is easy to see that (11) can be written as 
N(p”)=p” fl (1-p-d’q. 
i=l 
(12) 
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But since n = @no, 
p- 1 =(pJ- 1)P’ (mod P) 
where ul,(S) is the cyclotomic polynomial of order d. W. J. Guerrier [3] 
showed that Yd(6) factors mod p into cp(d)/O,(p) distinct polynomials 
each of degree O,(p). Thus for each d InO, vi,(S) contributes 
(l-p- ) ad(P) v(d)lOd(P) 
to the product in (12). Thus (12) becomes 
(13) N(p”) = p” n (1 _ P-Od(P))Ln(d)/Od(P) 
dlno 
=p” dFo [p-od’P’(pod’P’- I)]&h/Od(P) 
= p” fl p-4’kf,(pOd(P)- l)&)/%(P) 
dlno 
= pnp-Xd~Ilo&3 y. (POd(P) _ 1 )‘+‘fd)/od(P! (14) 
” 
But Ed,,,0 q(d) = no, so (14) takes the required form (2) and the proof of 
the theorem is completed. 
Proof of the Corollary. Since P,(p) 3 1, (13) implies that 
N(p”)>p” fl (1 -p-l)~(d)lod’P’=pn(l -P-‘)&p-((p- 1)‘; 
dlno 
hence the corollary. 
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